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Abstract—Aiming for structural health monitoring applications
in harsh environments, a high-order sapphire fiber Bragg grat-
ing (HO-SFBG) written with a femtosecond (fs) laser in a large-
diameter sapphire fiber is demonstrated. The radial refractive in-
dex modulation area induced by scanning exposure is greater than
60% of the fiber cross-section area. The large mode overlapping
area leads to a transmission resonance strength of approximately
3.0 dB. As demonstrated by numerical simulations of mode exci-
tation and multimode resonance, each mode resonance is signifi-
cantly superposed when the coupling coefficient is above 0.0005.
A study of the high-temperature and strain sensing characteristics
of the HO-SFBG shows that each high-order resonance has dif-
ferent response characteristics. This type of large-diameter SFBG
has important application potential for high-temperature smart
materials with embedded fiber sensors.

Index Terms—Femtosecond (fs) laser, fiber Bragg gratings,
optical fiber sensors, sapphire fiber.

I. INTRODUCTION

S INGLE-CRYSTAL sapphire fibers (SFs) are an ideal ma-
terial for fiber sensing under harsh conditions, such as high

temperature, high pressure, and strong radiation, because of
the notable advantages of high melting point (2053 °C), high
mechanical strength (the rigidity and Young’s modulus of sap-
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phire are 7 and 5 times larger than those of silica, respectively),
and strong corrosion resistance of SFs compared with silica
fibers [1]. SFs have great application potential in structural
health monitoring for turbine engines [2], aerospace vehicles
[3], and nuclear reactors [4]. The high-temperature components
and protective layers of these devices, such as the combustion
chamber wall, turbine blade, and skin, are primarily composed
of high-temperature resistant materials such as alloy, ceramic,
and intermetallic compounds. Achieving anti-electromagnetic
interference and multiplexing intelligent sensing networks by
embedding fiber sensors [5], [6] in these devices is the most
promising scheme for manufacturing 3D intelligent compos-
ite materials and for realizing nondestructive testing [7], [8].
To date, it has been reported that SFs can be embedded in
NiAl material to build an intermetallic compound-based com-
posite material, with the aim to enhance the room temperature
tenacity, thermal shock resistance, creep resistance, and high-
temperature mechanical strength of the intermetallic compound
[9]. More importantly, large-diameter SFs have a strong abil-
ity to enhance composite materials. For optical sensing, we
should also consider the light transmission efficiency of em-
bedded SFs. Ghazanfari et al. successfully embedded a SF
sensor in the fabrication process of Al2O3 ceramic compo-
nents [10] and demonstrated that the transmissivity of a 250-
μm-diameter SF was 56%, which was bearable for sensing
applications.

For an embedded fiber sensor with multiplexing and dis-
tributed sensing abilities, fiber Bragg grating (FBG) is superior
to fiber Fabry-Perot interferometer [5], [6], [11]. The writing of
Bragg grating in SF is accompanied by the development of ultra-
fast laser fabrication technology [12]–[14]. Grobnic et al. were
the first to demonstrate a multimode sapphire FBG (SFBG) writ-
ten with a femtosecond (fs) laser and tested its high-temperature
stability up to 1500 °C [15]. Elsmann et al. inscribed a first-order
Bragg grating with a 400-nm fs laser and a Talbot interferom-
eter and demonstrated the functionality of a three-grating mul-
tiplexing sensor [16]. Previous reports have primarily focused
on SFBGs with a diameter �150 μm, because the researchers
pay more attention to the effects of multimode transmission
[17]–[20]. At the same time, there have been few numerical
simulation reports regarding the multimode excitation and mul-
timode resonance characteristics of SFBGs. Thus far, the only
related report is that of Zhan et al., who analysed the effective
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the HO-SFBG written by an fs laser. Schematic
(b) and microscopy image (c) of the splicing coupling structure between the SF
with a Bragg grating and the MMF. (d) Microscopy image of coupling with the
micro-lens.

refractive index (RI) of 25 guided modes in a SF with a diameter
of 70 μm based on mode dispersion relationships [19].

Therefore, for applications of structural health monitoring
in harsh environments, a high-order SFBG (HO-SFBG) writ-
ten by an fs laser scanning exposure method in large-diameter
(250 μm) SFs is demonstrated in this paper. The induced radial
RI change covers 60% of the total fiber cross-section area, and
the large mode overlapping area leads to a transmission reso-
nance strength of approximately 3.0 dB. Using numerical sim-
ulations of the multimode resonance, we demonstrate that the
resonance of each mode will be significantly superposed when
the coupling coefficient is larger than 0.0005. We also study the
high-temperature and strain sensing characteristics of the 4th-
and 5th-order Bragg resonances and discussed the temperature-
strain cross-sensitivity problem and possible solutions at the
present stage.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Fs Laser-Inscribed High-Order Bragg Gratings in a SF

The schematic of the fs laser scanning exposure writing setup
of the large-diameter SFBG is shown in Fig. 1(a). A Ti:sapphire
regenerative amplified laser system (Spectra Physics) with an
operation wavelength of λin = 800 nm and a pulse duration
of 100 fs is used. The pulse repetition rate and pulse energy

are 100 Hz and 0.45 mJ/pulse, respectively. A beam with a ra-
dius ω0 = 2.5 mm is incident on the SF after passing through a
cylindrical lens (focal length, f = 40 mm) and phase mask (pe-
riod, Λpm = 3.33 μm). The SF was manufactured by Photran,
Inc. with a diameter of 250 μm [21]. The size of the focused
light spot is λin f/πω0 ≈ 4 μm, which is far smaller than the
diameter of the SF; therefore, to increase the laser-induced RI
modulation area, i.e., to increase the overlap integral between
the RI modulation and coupling modes, a laser scanning expo-
sure technique is adopted. As shown in Fig. 1(a), during the
exposure process, the fiber moves along the X-axis at a constant
speed; the moving speed is 0.1625 μm/s and the total exposure
time is approximately 25 min. To ensure the uniformity of the
grating fringe distribution, the fiber is placed on a high-precision
air-bearing translation stage.

To verify the RI modulation area induced by scanning ex-
posure, we analysed the grating morphology in detail using
selective chemical etching, because the RI modulation induced
by the fs laser can increase the chemical etching speed [22].
Since it is difficult to etch the SF even after fs laser exposure,
we inscribed a Bragg grating in a no-core silica fiber at the
same time. These two types of FBGs were etched in an HF
solution with a 4% volume concentration. A morphology char-
acterization of the etched grating was conducted with a scanning
electron microscope (SEM).

B. Coupling Methods

In the experiment, we utilize splicing coupling and micro-lens
coupling methods to analyse the characteristic spectrum. The
structure illustration and the microscopy image of the splicing
method are shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c), respectively. The splicing
between the SF and the silica multimode fiber (MMF) is made
with a fusion splicer (FSU-975, Ericsson). The distance d be-
tween the polished end face of the SF and the grating is 15 cm,
and the core and cladding diameters of the MMF are 62.5 μm
and 125 μm, respectively. The coupling efficiency of this type of
splicing structure is low, which leads to difficulties in observing
Bragg resonance with low reflectivity. However, based on the
spectrum measurement results reported hereinafter, this kind of
simple splicing method is adequate for sensing measurements.
The micro-lens coupling method shown in Fig. 1(d) can be em-
ployed to improve the coupling efficiency. The micro-lens is
coated on the end face of the fiber by dipping in an RI match-
ing gel [23]. This type of complex coupling method is mainly
used to achieve and analyse more comprehensive and detailed
high-order resonance spectra. In specific spectrum measurement
process, we utilize the supercontinuum broadband light source
(Superk Compact, NKT Photonics) to produce the light signal,
which transmits to the SFBG through the silica MMF circulator.
Then the reflection light transmits to the circulator again and is
collected by the optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) (AQ6370B,
Yokogawa) with a resolution of 0.02 nm, however, the transmis-
sion light is collected by the OSA directly. The above process
realizes the monitoring and recording of reflection and trans-
mission spectra, respectively.
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III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

A single-crystal SF with a columnar structure is composed of
Al2O3 material, which forms a step index RI multimode fiber
with air cladding. The mode number transmitted in this kind of
weak-guide fiber is affected by the SF diameter a, which can be
expressed as N ≈ V 2/2 [24]. Here, V = (aπ/λ) · NA is the
normalized frequency at wavelength λ, and NA is the numerical
aperture. For the SF with a diameter of 250 μm selected in this
work, the effective NA is equal to 0.12 and the RI (n1) is equal
to 1.746 [20]. At the 4th-order Bragg resonance (1454 nm), the
mode number that can be transmitted is approximately 2100.
According to NA =

√
n2

1 − n2
2 (n2 is the RI of air cladding),

the modes that can be transmitted are approximately 300000
in theory. Such numerous modes would make the spectrum of
the Bragg resonance broad. Therefore, a theoretical analysis of
the mode excitation and multimode resonance is important to
understand the multimode transmission characteristics of the SF
and the operation principle of the SFBG.

A. Multimode Excitation

For coupling between the silica fiber and the SF, we use the
linear polarization mode approximation. Because of the rota-
tionally symmetric structure of the silica fiber and the circular
symmetry of the input light field, a fundamental mode light field
E(r, 0) that approximates a Gaussian beam will only excite a
series of LP0μ (or HE0μ ) guided modes in the SF [25], [26].
These guided modes and radiation modes together form a group
of orthogonal sets. Neglecting the radiation modes, the light
field distribution at the initial position (z = 0) in the SF can be
expressed as a series expansion of the guided modes:

E (r, ϕ, 0) =
M∑

μ=1

cμΨ0μ (r, ϕ, 0) (1)

in which Ψ0μ(r, ϕ, z) is the electric field distribution of the
LP0μ guided mode and cμ is the mode excitation coefficient,
which can be determined from the overlap integral between
E(r, ϕ, 0) and Ψ0μ(r, ϕ, 0):

cμ =

∫ 2π

0 dϕ
∫ ∞

0 E (r, ϕ, 0) Ψ0μ (r, ϕ, 0) rdr
∫ 2π

0 dϕ
∫ ∞

0 Ψ0μ (r, ϕ, 0) Ψ0μ (r, ϕ, 0) rdr
(2)

After propagating along a distance of z within the SF section,
the light field distribution can be expressed as follows:

E (r, ϕ, z) =
M∑

μ=1

cμΨ0μ (r, ϕ, z) exp (iβμz) (3)

in which βμ = (2π/λ)nμ
ef f is the propagation constant of the

LP0μ mode and nμ
ef f is the effective RI of the LP0μ mode.

In an actual theoretical simulation, the effect of the angular
component ϕ can be ignored for the LP0μ guided mode.

B. Multimode Bragg Resonance

When multiple excited transmission modes travel to the Bragg
grating along the SF, their multimode resonance characteristics
can be analysed by coupled mode theory [27], [28]. The modes

that satisfy the following phase-matching condition will be re-
flected:

βν = βμ + m (2π/Λ) , or mλνμ =
(
nμ

ef f + nν
ef f

)
Λ (4)

in which Λ is the grating period and m is the resonance order.
βμ and βν are the propagation constants of the forward and
backward guided modes and are of opposite sign. The coupling
strength is determined by the overlap integral between the RI
modulation and the interacting modes, i.e., the coupling coef-
ficients between LP0μ and LP0ν modes [29], [30]. In general,
the longitudinal coupling coefficient Kz

νμ is far smaller than
the transverse coefficientKt

νμ and can be ignored; Kt
νμ can be

expressed as follows:

Kt
νμ (z)=

ω

4

∫ 2π

0
dϕ

∫ ∞

0
Δε (r, z) et

ν (r, ϕ, z) · et∗
μ (r, ϕ, z)rdr

(5)
in which ω is the angular frequency. Δε(r, z) is the pertur-
bation to the permittivity, which is assumed to be indepen-
dent of ϕ. When the effective RI change δnef f is far less than
nef f , Δε(r, z) ≈ 2nef f δnef f (r, z). et

μ(r, ϕ, z) and et
ν (r, ϕ, z)

are electric field distributions of the normalized unit power of
LP0μ and LP0ν , respectively. In the numerical simulation pro-
cess, we only consider power coupling among the same modes.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Refractive Index Modulation

Illustrating the radial RI modulation area, the morphologies
of the SFBG and no-core silica fiber Bragg gratings (NC-FBGs)
etched by HF solution are shown in the left and right columns
of Fig. 2, respectively, with etching times of 60 hr and 45 min.
The arrows denote the laser beam direction. Because of the
self-focusing effect of the ultrafast laser and the cylindrical lens
effect of the fiber, the periodical RI modulation extends to the
surface of the fiber [22]. Selective etching will occur from the
surface to the inside. The morphology of the etched SFBG is
shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b); obviously, the grating has almost
no variation. A microscopy image of the SFBG is shown in
Fig. 2(c), and the grating is uniformly distributed with a period
of 1.665 μm. As shown in Fig. 2(d), the RI modulation area of the
NC-FBG shows significant etching. Fig. 2(e) shows the cleavage
morphology of the NC-FBG; the grating is uniformly distributed
in the fiber with a stratiform morphology. A magnified image is
shown in Fig. 2(f). According to the analysis of the corrosion
trace of the end face, the radial RI modulation area exceeds
60%. Consequently, we infer that the SFBG should also have a
similar RI modulation area, which is beneficial for increasing
the coupling strength of the modes.

B. Spectral Characteristics

To evaluate the spectral characteristics of each order Bragg
resonance in detail, we measure the spectrum with the micro-
lens coupling method shown in Fig. 1(d); the achieved spec-
tra are shown by black curves in Fig. 3. For the experimental
conditions employed in this paper, the 4th- to 8th-order Bragg
resonances are located at 1453 nm, 1166 nm, 973 nm, 836 nm,
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Fig. 2. (a) SEM image of the etched SFBG. (b) Magnified view of the surface
damage area of the SFBG. (c) Microscopy image of the RI modulation of the
SFBG. (d) SEM image of the etched NC-FBG. (e) Internal grating morphology
of the stratiform NC-FBG. (f) Characteristics of the internal grating.

and 733 nm, respectively, which satisfy the phase-matching
condition in (4). The multimode transmission leads to a wide
resonance spectrum. Because the mode coupling of the low-
order Bragg resonance is strong, the reflection and transmission
peaks from the 4th to 6th order are strong; however, the re-
flection peaks of the 7th- and 8th-order resonances are weak.
The large radial RI modulation area achieved by the scanning
exposure results in a transmission amplitude of approximately
3.0 dB, as shown in Fig. 3(a). The transmission peak ampli-
tude denotes the upper limit of the reflectivity, as it contains the
net reflection and scattering loss from the Bragg grating. For
comparison, we also show the resonance spectra obtained with
the splicing coupling method as the red curve shown in Fig. 3.
Due to the low coupling efficiency, only the resonance spectra
from the 4th to 6th order are observed. However, the coupling
efficiency is sufficient for sensing measurements based on the
achieved resonance peak strength. In the sensing experiment,
this simple splicing coupling method is adopted to monitor the
spectrum variation.

C. Numerical Simulation

Following the theoretical analysis in Section II-B, we conduct
numerical simulations on the multimode excitation of the SF and
the multimode resonance of the SFBG. We employ the following
suppositions and approximations: 1) The light field intensity of
the fundamental mode input to the SF is taken as E(r, 0) = 1.
2) Only a series of guided modes LP0μ (or HE0μ ) is excited
in the SF, and the angular component ϕ can be ignored. 3)

Fig. 3. (a)–(c) Reflection and transmission spectra of the 4th- to 6th-order
Bragg resonances. (d)–(e) Reflection spectra of the 7th- and 8th-order Bragg
resonances.

Mode coupling is only considered between a guided mode and
its corresponding backward mode, i.e., βν = - βμ , nν

ef f = nμ
ef f ,

et
ν (r, ϕ, z) = et

μ(r, ϕ, z). 4) The RI modulation range induced
by the fs laser is assumed to cover the whole fiber cross-section.
With these assumptions, we conduct a simulation of the power
re-distribution of the excited modes. Fig. 4 shows the power
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Fig. 4. Power distributions of the excited guided modes.

distributions of the first 50 (μ = 1, 2 · · · 50) excited modes; as
seen, more power is coupled to the odd-order modes. Moreover,
since the electric field overlap integral between the fundamental
mode of the silica fiber and LP09 mode is the highest, which
means that the excitation coefficient of LP09 mode is the highest.
Therefore, the allocated power of LP09 mode is higher than LP01
mode and other modes.

The excited guided modes suffer from the modulation of
the Bragg grating, which will lead to self-coupling among the
modes. Based on the coupled mode theory, for the 4th-order
Bragg resonance, transmission resonance simulation results for
different coupling strengths are shown in Fig. 5, where Kt

νμ is
0.0001, 0.0005, 0.0020, and 0.0035. In the situation of weak cou-
pling, i.e., Kt

νμ �0.0005, the self-coupling resonances of each
odd-order mode are independent, which is difficult to observe in
the experiment because the unavoidable multimode interference
existing in the SF leads to strong noise in the spectrum. With
an increase in Kt

νμ , the coupling strengthens and the resonance
of each mode overlaps greatly, forming a wide resonance peak.
The simulation result shown in Fig. 4(c) and the transmission
spectrum shown in Fig. 3(a) match well. In the experiment, the
coupling strength of the grating can be altered by controlling
the laser intensity and the radial RI modulation area.

D. Sensing Characteristics and Discussion

Temperature and strain are important physical parameters in
structural health monitoring; therefore, we studied the temper-
ature and strain sensing characteristics of the SFBG. The wave-
length shift (Δλm

B ) of each order Bragg resonance could be seen
as a function of temperature and strain; here, we only analysed
the 4th- and 5th-order resonances, as shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a)
shows the temperature response of the SFBG from room tem-
perature (20 °C) to 1690 °C and the 2nd-order polynomial fitting
result. Each sampled data point was collected after the SFBG
had been held at a constant temperature for 1 h. The temper-
ature sensitivities of the 4th- and 5th-order Bragg resonances
increase from 19.7 pm/°C and 17.4 pm/°C (room temperature)
to 36.2 pm/°C and 32.5 pm/°C (1690 °C), respectively, with
average values of 28.0 pm/°C and 25.0 pm/°C.

Fig. 5. Simulated transmission spectra, corresponding to coupling coefficients
of 0.0001 (a), 0.0005 (b), 0.0020 (c), and 0.0035 (d).

The strain measurement was realized by applying axial stress
to the SFBG (0 ∼ 2.5 N). The applied axial strain can be cal-
culated by the equation ε = F/(πr2E), in which F is the axial
stress, r is the fiber radius, and E is Young’s modulus. Fig. 6(b)
shows the relationship between the wavelength shift and axial
strain of the 4th- and 5th-order resonance. The strain sensitiv-
ities are 1.39 pm/με and 1.00 pm/με, respectively, based on
linear fitting.
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Fig. 6. Response characteristics of the 4th- and 5th-order Bragg resonances
of the SFBG for temperature (a) and axial strain (b).

For the SFBG sensor, the resonance wavelength shifts
caused by temperature and strain can be derived as Δλm

B =
λm

B (α + ζ)ΔT + λm
B (1 − pe)Δε, in which ΔT and Δε are the

variations of temperature and strain, α = 7.15·10−6 K−1 and
ζ = 12.6·10−6 K−1 are the thermal expansion coefficient and
thermal optic coefficient of the c-axial sapphire (at 633 nm),
and pe = 0.1277 is the elastic optic coefficient [20]. For the 4th-
and 5th-order resonances, the calculated temperature and strain
sensitivities are 28.7 pm/°C and 23.0 pm/°C and 1.27 pm/με and
1.02 pm/με, respectively, which match well with the experimen-
tal results.

In sensing applications of SFBGs in harsh environments,
the cross-sensitivity problem is inevitable. For the 4th- and
5th-order Bragg resonances, the estimated cross-sensitivities
of temperature and strain are 20.1 με/°C and 25.0 με/°C and
0.0496 °C/με and 0.0400 °C/με, respectively. Here, the average
temperature sensitivities are used. To study the cross-sensitivity
problem of the SFBG at this stage, the blackbody radiation level
of a SF can be used as a temperature reference, which has been
analysed in detail in [20]. In the high-temperature measurement
process, we also observed a background signal enhancement
from the blackbody radiation. However, the use of this kind of
modulation mechanism to solve the cross-sensitivity problem
is limited to temperatures above 650 °C, due to the strong de-
pendence between the blackbody radiation signal intensity and
temperature. Therefore, for the low-temperature range below

650 °C or for the whole temperature range, solutions to the
cross-sensitivity problem are necessary for future SFBG struc-
tural health monitoring.

V. CONCLUSION

Aiming at the application of SFs in enhancing smart compos-
ite materials and embedded fiber sensors, we demonstrated the
fabrication of a high-order Bragg grating with a large-diameter
SF using an fs laser scanning exposure technique. A radial RI
modulation area greater than 60% of the fiber cross-section
was demonstrated, which resulted in strong mode coupling and
a transmission resonance amplitude of approximately 3.0 dB.
Multimode Bragg resonance spectra from the 4th order to 8th
order were also observed. Based on numerical simulations of
mode excitation and multimode resonance, the theoretical and
experimental results matched well when the coupling coeffi-
cient was equal to 0.0020. In addition, we also studied the high-
temperature and strain sensing characteristics of the SFBG and
briefly discussed the temperature-strain cross-sensitivity.
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